It is known empirically that multivalent ions generate attractions between like-charged polyelectrolytes, with different valence requirements for different systems. How multivalent must an ion be before it can condense a given polyelectrolyte? Using charge-tunable M13 virus rods and a family of artificial homologous ''dumbbell'' divalent ions of different sizes, we have constructed a multivalent ion-polyelectrolyte phase diagram, and find an experimentally motivated general criterion for likecharged attraction based on the ion valence, ion size, and the Gouy-Chapman length.
Electrostatics in aqueous media is fundamental to a broad range of phenomena in colloid science, soft condensed matter physics, and biology [1] , such as chromosome organization, gene therapy, colloidal stabilization, and water treatment. According to mean field theories, such as the widely used Poisson-Boltzmann formalism, like-charged polyelectrolytes always repel [2] . Indeed, DNA chains in water containing monovalent ions repel one another. However, in the presence of multivalent ions, like-charge attractions [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] have been observed in a wide range of polyelectrolyte systems. Recent examples [17] [18] [19] [20] include DNA, F-actin, microtubules, and filamentous viruses. Further, it is known that generally trivalent ions are required to condense DNA, while only divalent ions are required to condense F-actin and viruses of the Ff family. What makes a multivalent ion qualitatively different from a monovalent ion in this context? More generally, for a specific polyelectrolyte, what is the criterion that separates a multivalent ion capable of generating attractions from one that does not?
Polyelectrolytes in aqueous solution are coated by a condensed layer of mobile oppositely charged counterions. Theoretical models for like-charged polyelectrolyte attractions usually introduce correlations in this counterion layer. Dynamic correlated long wavelength ''van der Waals''-like fluctuations in the counterion layer have been suggested as one possible mechanism [3] [4] [5] [6] . Static counterion correlations along the axis of the polyelectrolyte rods in the form of a Wigner lattice have also been proposed [9] [10] [11] 15] . Gronbech-Jensen et al. find that attractions exist regardless of the valence in the low temperature limit, and have proposed that the attractiongenerating correlated fluctuations are washed out for monovalent ions [11] . Shklovskii et al. [9] have suggested that strongly interacting multivalent ions can form a correlated liquid on the polyelectrolyte surface, which generate image charges that lead to attractions, whereas weakly interacting monovalent ions cannot.
While these ideas are important for guiding our intuition, the current understanding remains incomplete: For example, what happens at the onset of polyelectrolyte attraction at low global multivalent ion concentrations, when the number of condensed ions may be small? Experimentally, ions with larger hydrated sizes tend to become less ''multivalent,'' and in general larger threshold ion concentrations are needed before condensation [19] . Using natural divalent ions of different hydrated sizes (analogous to a Hofmeister series) does not give one enough variation to continuously tune the behavior from condensing to noncondensing regimes. Moreover, specific binding of a given ion can strongly modify condensation behavior: Divalent cations such as Mn 2 and Cd 2 preferentially adsorb onto the grooves of DNA and condense DNA, while Ca 2 or Mg 2 bind to the sugarphosphate backbone of DNA, and do not [18] .
In order to investigate the role of ion multivalence and geometry, we studied polyelectrolyte condensation using the anionic rodlike M13 virus, and a series of ''tunable'' divalent cations, H 3 NCH 2 n NH 3 , where n 1, 2, 3, 4 [98:0% purity, Fluka (n 1) and Aldrich (n 2 -4), Fig. 1(c) ]. These diamine ions consist of two amine ( 1) groups separated by n CH 2 groups [21] . Intuitively, a dumbbell ion consisting of two charges separated by a short spacer chain should behave as a multivalent ion and generate attractions. However, as the spacer chain length increases, the ion should eventually behave locally like two monovalent ions, and fail to generate attractions. The effective ''multivalence'' of the ions can therefore be continuously tuned, without changing the pH. (For example, histamine is monovalent at pH 7 and divalent at pH 3, but such large pH changes will affect the polyelectrolyte charge density drastically.) Since these ions have homologous structures with identical cationic charge groups, effects from differential specific binding are minimized. This approach also allows us to directly calculate the distances between the amine groups for each ion, so that estimate values for hydrated ion radii, which are unreliable and can change under different environmental conditions, need not be used. Surprisingly, we find that a small change in the ion size can lead to The difference of a single CH 2 group in the spacer chain can drive the system from noncondensing to condensing behavior. Moreover, by adjusting the protonation state and therefore the surface charge density of the rodlike virus, we can control whether a given ion will condense the M13 virus.
Based on this data, we propose a general structural criterion for attraction-inducing multivalent ions based on the ion size relative to the effective Gouy-Chapman length, and show that this proposed criterion is consistent with results on other polyelectrolyte systems. The surface of each filamentous bacteriophage M13 virus is comprised of approximately 2700 copies of a major coat protein which package the single-stranded circular viral DNA into a rod (persistence length 2 m) with a total length of 880 nm and a diameter of 6.6 nm [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)] [22] . This major coat protein is a charged helix consisting of 50 residues, and constitutes the bulk of the total charge on the virus [23] . Because of its repetitive surface structure, M13 has a relatively smooth charge density compared to other biopolymers such as DNA and F-actin. Freeze-dried M13 and their host Escherichia Coli (strain K38) were purchased from the American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA). The progeny phages were separated from the bacteria media by multiple steps of sedimentation and resuspension, followed by a final separation step using the cesiumchloride density gradient method. The M13 virus rods are initially suspended in a pH 7.0 solution (5 mM Tris, 1 mM NaN 3 ). All x-ray samples have a final M13 virus concentration of 7:5 mg=ml, and have been sealed in quartz capillaries.
Small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements have been used to monitor the condensation behavior of the composite polyelectrolyte-ion system, using both an in-house x-ray source as well as beam line 4-2 at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (SSRL). For the in-house experiments, incident CuK radiation ( 1:54 A) from a Rigaku rotating-anode generator is monochromatized and focused using Osmic confocal multilayer optics, and scattered radiation is collected on a Bruker 2D wire detector (pixel size 105 m). For the SSRL experiments, incident synchrotron x rays from the BL-4-2 8-pole Wiggler have been monochromatized using a double-bounce Si(111) crystal ( 1:3806 A), and focused using a cylindrical mirror, and the scattered radiation has been collected using a MAR Research charged-coupled device camera (pixel size 79 m). The 2D SAXS data from both setups have been checked for mutual consistency.
In order to measure the divalent ion size required to condense the M13 virus at neutral pH, a series of SAXS experiments have been performed on virus samples with each of the diamines described above (n 1 to 4). The global ion concentration in the M13 samples has been varied from 30 to 100 mM for each type of diamine ion, and the condensation behavior has been monitored using SAXS. The 2D SAXS patterns from these solution samples have been circularly averaged and plotted in Fig. 2 . No condensation has been observed for the n 2, 3, and 4 divalent diamines. SAXS data from these samples consist of smooth, featureless scattering expected from a solution of rods [Sq varies as q ÿ , where 1 0:1]. As the length of the spacer is decreased to n 1 (methylenediamine), a new correlation peak at 0:970 nm ÿ1 becomes visible, which corresponds to D 6:48 nm, consistent with the M13 diameter. As the size of the divalent ion decreases from 0.37 to 0.29 nm at neutral pH, it gains the ability to condense the M13 virus into close-packed aggregates.
Instead of changing the distance between charges on the diamine ion, we can also tune the distance in between the charges on the surface of the virus. The above experiment showed that it is possible to condense the M13 virus if the charge separation of the divalent ion is 0.29 nm. If we decrease the charge density of the virus and effectively increase the average spatial separation of charge on
FIG. 2. Circularly averaged x-ray diffraction data of M13 for different diamine ion concentrations at neutral pH:
No indication of M13 condensation is observed for the N 2 diamine (same for the N 3, 4 diamines). In the presence of the N 1 diamine, however, bundling peaks corresponding to closepacked bundles are observed at 60 mM and above.
FIG. 1. Schematic representations of (a) the polyelectrolyte M13 virus, (b) the major coat protein on M13, which is repeated 2700 on the viral surface, and (c) the tunable diamine ions (fully protonated). As the number of carbon atoms (n) in the spacer is increased, the spatial separation between the charged amine groups () increases (e.g., for n 1 and 2, 0:29 and 0.37 nm, respectively).
the surface of M13, can we decondense the M13 viruses which have been aggregated using the n 1 diamine? The M13 virus has a well-defined surface charge density that can be controlled by changing the pH of the system. Approximately six of the 50 residues (and the amino terminus) are solution accessible and contribute to the surface charge on M13 [22] . By changing the pH, we change the protonation states of the amino acids on the virus' major coat protein, thereby modifying the surface charge density. If we assume that the solvent inaccessible residues do not contribute to the surface charge, then we can accurately calculate the surface charge of M13 using the Henderson-Hasselbach equation [24] . These charge calculations have been shown to agree quite well with experiment [25] . We estimate the pK of the n 1 diamine to be at least 8.8, so that the ion is divalent in the pH range of interest. In order to avoid possible specific buffer influences to system behavior, as well as changes in the diamine ions themselves, we tune the pH over a small range using PIPES buffer only.
Changing the surface charge of the virus dramatically affects the ability of the diamines to condense the virus, as indicated by the data in Fig. 3 . A wide range of n 1 diamine data (40 -140 mM) at pH range of 6.4 to 7.5 has been collected. Only 60 mM of the n 1 diamine (methylenediamine) is sufficient to condense M13 at pH 6:6 (M13 surface charge density of M13 0:303e ÿ =nm 2 ). As the pH is changed to 7.5 using the same PIPES buffer ( M13 0:343e ÿ =nm 2 ) at the same diamine concentration, the system decondenses. In fact, condensation is not observed until the diamine concentration reaches 100 mM. In contrast, the n 2 diamine does not condense M13 over the range of pH investigated. Figure 3(c) is a phase diagram which combines data for all the diamine types, concentrations (40 -200 mM), and pH values studied, and shows the generic nonmonotonic salt dependence of condensation, with condensation followed by decondensation with increasing salt concentrations, as described by fluctuation theories, for example [26] . More importantly, the phase boundary which separates condensing and noncondensing behavior is clearly a function of the polyelectrolyte surface charge density.
The data in the phase diagram can be directly compared with theoretical approaches based on attractiongenerating, strongly correlated liquids of multivalent ions [9, 15] , in which a Coulomb coupling constant ÿ Z 2 e 2 =RkT is defined to differentiate between different regimes of behavior (for multivalent ions of charge Ze in a medium of dielectric constant and temperature T, with R as the effective radius of ions on the surface of the polyelectrolyte.) If ÿ ' 1, then mean field theory applies and like-charged rods repel. However, if ÿ 1, then a 2D strongly correlated liquid of classical charged particles is formed on the surfaces of the rods, and attractions are possible. For the diamine-M13 system, ÿ 2. Interestingly, when ÿ is tuned over a narrow range, between 1.9 and 2.1, we find that the system evolves from noncondensing to condensing.
What about the ion valence and size? If we examine the phase diagram on Fig. 3(c) , we find that the charge separation on the diamines is typically several times smaller than the typical charge separation on the polyelectrolyte surface for both the condensing and noncondensing regimes, so that is not a crucial criterion. However, the minimum charge separation on the divalent ions is quite close to the Gouy-Chapman length defined with respect to the polyelectrolyte surface, which is analogous to a screening length in the present context. In our experiments, we have independently varied both and , where kT=2Ze is the Gouy-Chapman length ( is the surface charge density), and is the spatial charge separation on the divalent ion. If we define the dimensionless parameter R =, our results indicate that a value of R > 1 is generally required to condense the polyelectrolyte. Since the screening lengths are small in the present physical situation, the electrostatic interactions are extremely short ranged. Let us assume that the size of the divalent ion is smaller than the charge   FIG. 3 . X-ray diffraction data for the N 1 diamine at (a) pH 6.6 and (b) pH 7.5. The circularly averaged scattering intensities for six different concentrations are shown for both surface charge environments. As the pH of the solution is raised (corresponding to an increase in the surface charge density of the virus), the virus needs a higher diamine concentration to condense (bracketed traces). (c) Phase diagram for polyelectrolyte condensation as a function of the polyelectrolyte charge density and the ion concentration.
separation on the surface of the polyelectrolyte rod (which is the case here as well as in most physically important systems.) When > (R < 1), the adsorption of a divalent ion can only locally neutralize the surface at best. However, if < (R > 1), then a local charge inversion is possible upon adsorption, and a ''sticky'' patch is created on the polyelectrolyte rod, which can in turn bind to other polyelectrolyte rods, thus precipitating the onset of condensation (Fig. 4) . Alternately, because the thickness of the condensed layer is , a divalent ion that has an effective size > will be partially screened and behave effectively as a monovalent.
If we generalize this argument by approximating a natural divalent ion as a small assembly of point charges having a spatial extent defined by the size of its hydration shell (typically 0:3 nm), we find that this model predicts condensation of F-actin (R 2:2) and microtubules (R 1:9) and noncondensation of DNA (R 0:5) by divalent ions, in agreement with experiments [27] . We believe these results are important for the onset of attractions, where the density of condensed ions is small, before other ion correlation mechanisms take hold. However, we expect this simple argument to break down for rods of small radii (such as DNA), since the Gouy-Chapman length is strictly speaking only defined for a plane, and does not take into account ion size and associated excluded volume. For a complete understanding of these effects, a proper theoretical and computational treatment will be necessary.
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